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•  Homosexuality removed as mental disorder in the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM) – 1973 

•  Gender Identity Disorder replaced with Gender 
Dysphoria – 2013 

•  Attitudes Surveys:  (Matthews, 1986; Smith and 
Matthews, 2007) 
–  Physicians who would discontinue referrals to a gay 

pediatrician 
•  1982 (46%) 
•  1999 (9%)   

–  Physicians sometimes or often uncomfortable 
providing care to gay patients 

•  1982 (39.4%) 
•  1999 (18.7%) 
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•  Everyone is influenced by societal and cultural 
attitudes about sexuality and gender roles 

•  It is helpful to acknowledge and then question 
your own personal biases and attitudes in a safe 
space 

Questions for self-reflection: 
•  How do you react (internally and externally) 

when you learn someone is gay?  lesbian?  
bisexual? 

•  How do react (internally and externally) when 
someone expresses their gender in a non-
traditional manner? 
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Orientation 

Gender 
Identity 
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Being transgender is not a disorder; 
however, living in a culture that does not 
yet really understand, support, or 
outright rejects transgender people can 
lead to mental health issues. Note, 
however, that not all transgender 
individuals struggle with their gender 
identity. 
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Surgery—Male-to-female

Transgender women may elect to undertake a variety of surgeries, including breast augmentation, orchiectomy (re-
moval of testes), vaginoplasty (creation of a vagina and/or removal of the penis), and facial feminization surgery. We 
asked respondents to report on chest surgery, orchiectomy, and vaginoplasty. Three-quarters of transgender women 
reported that they desired to have surgery at some point in the future or had already done so. However, it is impos-
sible to know how many would desire or utilize surgery if it were more financially accessible.
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Surgery—Female-to-male

Transgender men may elect to undertake a variety of surgeries, including chest reconstruction, hysterectomy and 
other genital surgeries. We asked respondents to report on chest surgery; hysterectomy; metoidioplasty, which 
releases the clitoris; surgeries that create testes; and phalloplasty, which surgically creates a penis and testes. The 
majority of FTM transgender-identified respondents wanted to have, or have already had, chest surgery and a 
hysterectomy. However, when it came to genital surgeries, very few reported having such surgeries; a slim majority 
(51%) reported desiring other genital surgery such as metoidoplasty in addition to the 3% that have had it; and 
one-quarter (26%) wanted to have a phalloplasty in addition to the 2% who have had it. It is impossible to know 
how these rates would change if these surgeries were financially accessible. 
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Challenge:  Lack of inclusion of transgender people in most national 
surveillance systems 
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have pressed forward, started a new career, and rebuilt my immediate 
family. You are defi ned not by falling, but how well you rise after falling. 
I’m a licensed practical nurse now and am studying to become an RN. I 
have walked these streets and been harassed nearly every day, but I will 
not change. I am back out there the next day with my head up.”
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empsit_10032008.htm.

vi 1.7% were currently homeless in our sample compared to 1% in the general 
population. National Coalition for the Homeless, “How Many People Experience 
Homelessness?” (July 2009): http://www.nationalhomeless.org/factsheets/
How_Many.html.

vii U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, “U.S. Housing Market 
Conditions, 2nd Quarter, 2009” (Washington, DC: GPO, 2009): http://www.
huduser.org/portal/periodicals/ushmc/summer09/nat_data.pdf.

viii The overall sample reported an HIV infection rate of 2.6% compared to .6% in 
the general population. United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) 
and World Health Organization (WHO), “2007 AIDS Epidemic Update” (2007): 
http://data.unaids.org/pub/EPISlides/2007/2007_epiupdate_en.pdf. People 
of color in the sample reported substantially higher rates: 24.9% of African-
Americans, 10.9% of Latino/as, 7.0% of American Indians, and 3.7% of Asian-
Americans in the study reported being HIV positive.

ix U.S. Census Bureau, “Current Population Survey: Enrollment Status of the 
Population 3 Years Old and Over, by Sex, Age, Race, Hispanic Origin, Foreign 
Born, and Foreign-Born” (Washington, DC: GPO, October 2008): Table 1. http://
www.census.gov/population/www/socdemo/school/cps2008.html. The last 
category, over 55, was not rounded to its small size. 

x See note ix.

Grant et al., 2010: http://transequality.org/PDFs/NTDSReportonHealth_final.pdf 
 
Grant el al. 2011: http://www.thetaskforce.org/downloads/reports/reports/ntds_full.pdf 17 
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Feldman, J. “Preventative Care of the Transgender Patient: An Evidence-Based 
Approach” in Principles of Transgender Medicine and Surgery, Ettner, R., Monstrey, S. 
and Eyler, A.E. (Eds). New York:  The Haworth Press: 2007 
http://ww.bgtransgender.com/guidelines-transgnder%20primcare.pdf 
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What%can%you%do%in%your%work?%
� Be#non&judgmental,#
open,#professional.#
Provide#client&centered#
care#(e.g.,#meet#the#
���������
�����
��������#
#

� Be#an#ally.#Educate#
yourself#so#you#are#trans&
friendly#in#your#field#of#
expertise.#Working#with#
������	����������
something,#say#
����
��	��#

#
#
#
#

http://www.wpath.org/publications_standards.cfm 

http://www.wpath.org/publications_standards.cfm 22 



http://www.lgbthealtheducation.org/wp-content/uploads/policy_brief_why_gather.pdf 23 



Gathering LGBT Data During the 
Process of Care 

24 



Collecting Demographic Data on 
Sexual Orientation (Example) 

www.lgbthealtheducation.org 24 25 



Collecting Demographic Data on 
Gender Identity 

� What is your current gender identity? (check 

ALL that apply) 

□ Male 

□ Female 

□ Transgender Male/Trans Man/FTM 

□ Transgender Female/Trans Woman/MTF 

□ Gender Queer 

□ Additional Category (please specify) 

_________ 

� What sex were you assigned at birth? (Check 

One) 

□ Male 

□ Female 

□ Decline to Answer 

� What is your preferred name and what 

pronouns do you prefer(e.g. he/him, 

she/her)? 

_____________________ 

Center of Excellence for 
Transgender Health UCSF 

26 



Do Ask, Do Tell: Talking to Your 
Provider about Being LGBT 

46 www.lgbthealtheducation.org 

www.doaskdotell.org 
27 



10#things#transgender#people#should#
discuss#with#their#provider##

� Gay$&$Lesbian$Medical$Association$(GLMA)$
1. Access$to$healthcare$$
2. Health$history$
3. Hormones###
4. Cardiovascular$health$$
5. Cancer$
6. HIV,$STDs,$and$safer$sex$
7. Alcohol$and$tobacco$
8. Depression/anxiety$$
9. Injectable#silicone#
10. Fitness$(diet$&$exercise)$

http://www.glma.org/_data/n_0001/resources/live/Top%20Ten%20Trans.pdf 

http://www.glma.org/_data/n_0001/resources/live/Top%20Ten%20Trans.pdf 28 



Creating)a)transgender,friendly)
office/)center)environment)for)
patients)and)staff)
� Signs&and&health-related&materials&

� Display&photos/ads&reflecting&gender&diversity&
� LGBTQ&newspapers,&magazines,&etc.&

� Single&occupancy&or&gender&neutral&
bathroom&

� Call&people&by&preferred&name/pronoun&
� Post&non-discrimination&policy&

� �
�	�������
������
������
����������
�&

� Ensure&safety&in&lobby&and&parking&areas&
� Human&Resources&forms&&
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� Single&occupancy&or&gender&neutral&
bathroom&

� Call&people&by&preferred&name/pronoun&
� Post&non-discrimination&policy&

� �
�	�������
������
������
����������
�&

� Ensure&safety&in&lobby&and&parking&areas&
� Human&Resources&forms&&
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Front&Line&Staff&�&Customer&Service&
Best&Practices& Examples& Customer&

service&&
Principle&

Avoid&specific&gender&
markers&

#������ �������� ������� �$& &RESPONSIVENESS&

Politely&ask&if&you&are&
����������������������%��
preferred&name&or&
pronoun&

#�������������������������"how&
������ ������������������������$����
#
��������������������������� ���
���������������$�&

OPEN>MINDEDNESS&

Ask&respectfully&about&
names&

#������ ��������������������������
�����$��������#
������� ���&legal&
������
������� ��������������$&

COMMUNICATION&

Did&you&goof?&Politely&
apologize&

#���������!����������������������
pronoun.&I&did&not&mean&to&disrespect&
 ���$&

ACCOUNTABILITY&

Gender&neutral&language& 	���#��� $������������#��$����#���$��& RELIABILITY&

Only&ask&information&
that&is&required&&

Ask&yourself:&What&do&I&want&to&
know?&What&do&I&need&to&know?&How&
can&I&ask&in&a&sensitive&way?&

RESPECT&

30 
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Basic&primary&care&principles&
� �
	
�����������	�����	����
identity,(use(their(preferred(
name/pronoun(
(

� If(you(have(it,(check(it((
� Affirmed(woman(will(still(have(a(
prostate(gland(

� Does(an(affirmed(man(still(have(his(
uterus(and(ovaries?(

(
�When(guidelines(conflict(in(
regard(to(gender(or(anatomy,(
use(the(more(conservative(
guideline((
(

http://www.checkitoutguys.ca 

Feldman, J. "Preventive Care of the Transgendered Patient: An Evidence-Based 
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Trans Health Program @ Fenway Health: 
http://www.fenwayhealth.org/site/PageServer?
pagename=FCHC_srv_services_trans 
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http://www.transhealth.ucsf.edu/

T R A N S
HEALTH

Have more questions?
Every transwoman has her own set of 
concerns and questions. Here are a few 
resources that can help:

Center of Excellence for Transgender 
Health 
transhealth.ucsf.edu

National Center for Transgender Equality 
www.transequality.org

Transgender Law Center 
www.transgenderlawcenter.org

National Center for Lesbian Rights 
www.nclrights.org

To find a family planning clinic near you, go 
to: 
www.hhs.gov/opa

This publication was made possible by Grant Number FPHPA092020 
from the Office of Population Affairs. Its contents are solely the 
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
official views of the Office of Population Affairs, or HHS.

All photos courtesy of Center of Excellence for Transgender Health except 
baby photo by Andrew Vargas.

se xual
health FOR 

transwomen

Sexual health is part  
of being human.
Like anyone else, as a transgender woman 
you want to feel great about your body. 
You want to have sex that is safe, feels 
good, and is rewarding.

Each transwoman  
is unique.
• You may or may not have had surgery.

• You may or may not take hormones.

• What you like to do when you have  
sex is unique to you.

Take care of  

your body.  

It’s important  

to being a  

healthy 

woman.
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www.transgenderalliesgroup.org 
info@transgenderalliesgroup.org 
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